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Talking Points
What is Mold?
◦ Where it can be found
◦ Well-known examples of mold
◦ Inactive mold vs. Active mold

What the US Army War College Library did to get through our mold crisis
◦ Crisis mode
◦ Decision-making
◦ Action

What the US Army War College Library wants you to learn from us

What is Mold?
Mold is everywhere, even in the air that we
breathe (and in Antarctica!)

Molds are fungi
◦ Same family as mushrooms and yeasts

Breaks down organic material by excreting
digestive enzymes that alter, weaken and stain
paper, cloth, or leather (also known as foxing)

Mildew smell is an indication of mold

What is Mold?
Mold can live on and in organic material, similar
to other fungi (e.g. Athlete’s foot and ringworm)

Mold can be tasty

Mold has decimated and saved world
populations
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Inactive Mold vs. Active Mold
Mold will stay ‘inactive’ unless it has the
environment and resources for growth

When mold becomes active it emits spores
• Can occur in as little as 24 hours
Active mold needs:
◦ Food Source (specifically carbon)
◦ High humidity
◦ Correct temperature

USAWC Library’s Mold Crisis
Causes:
• Lower temperature room
• HVAC system unable to dehumidify the room
• Extremely wet Spring and Summer
• Electrical surge causing HVAC system failure
• Movable stacks that prevented proper air circulation among the shelves
August 2017 mold was found on the Rare books

7,874 items were found to have or most likely would have mold

USAWC Library’s Mold Crisis
Rare books were quarantined to prevent further
contamination of other organic material
(Archival material)
• Books in a plastic trash bag (with silica
packet)
• In a cardboard box that was then closed
• Back on the shelf to await a plan

August – September 2017 boxing the rare
books
This was a 2-3 week “All Hands on Deck” kind
of mission

Mold Decision-making
Decision was made to save all the Rare
books

The collection is too important for the Army
and for U.S. history to be discarded

Decision was made to freeze all Rare books

“Regulations
for the Order
and Discipline
of the
troops…etc.”
by Baron de
Steuben;
published in
1794, the year
that Steuben
died.

Mold Decision-making
Why freeze the books?
◦ Safely and quickly inactivate the mold
◦ Freezing takes away the humidity and the
temperature
◦ Freezing mold for 30 days will allow it to be
more easily brushed and vacuumed away
◦ Only freezer big enough to house 17 pallets
for 30 days was a meat packing facility…aka
“secure offsite facility”

Mold Action
Phase I: Palletization of all rare books
◦ Included loading boxes (446 of them!) of the rare
books from the shelves to a book truck to a pallet.
The full pallet (approx. 33 boxes) would be loaded
onto a box truck to be taken to the secure offsite
facility
◦ 11 hours to complete
Phase II: Vacuuming of all rare books
◦ Picking up and unloading of 17 pallets (one or two
at a time)
◦ Setting a box in front of the vacuumer to be
vacuumed
◦ Book placed back in a box and re-palletized for
transport
◦ Books reshelved
◦ 13 business days to complete

Learn from us!
It takes a lot of Manpower and time to clean up mold!
Use Phase II as an example:
•
Required 44 personnel (33 different vacuumers
and 11 support staff)
•
With 5 HEPA vacuumers going at one time, each
vacuumer completed 15 books every hour
•
With personnel changes every 2 hours and 8 hours
of vacuuming daily 75.48 books were vacuumed
per hour
•
A total of 604 books per day were vacuumed for
13 business days
Took approximately 175 man hours to clean up mold from
8,000 items
•
Quarantine
•
Phase I
•
Phase II

Learn from us!
Keep temperature below 70 degrees and below 60
percent humidity

Maintain good air circulation

Keep stacks clean as dust and dirt are sources of mold

Isolate incoming collections to check for mold before
introducing to collection
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Change HVAC filters frequently or switch to HEPA filters

Learn from us!
Know and understand that mold is EVERYWHERE

Know mold’s purpose is to break down organic materials (ex. books)
Mold prevention and quick action when mold is found is imperative
• Staff training and staff awareness is essential
o Knowing what makes mold active
o And inactive
o Knowing what mold looks like
• Have a plan in place if your library gets mold
o It should be part of any emergency action plan like fire, flooding, and other weatherrelated emergency

What helped us
Adequate funding – still having wiggle room in the budget for emergency purchases (boxes, silica
packets, etc.)

Large pool of personnel (approx. 75 people at AHEC)

Having some supplies already present (5 HEPA vacuums, many silica packets made up, gloves,
etc.)

Conservators available for subject expertise

What helped us
Keeping positive
• The best joke of the day
• Friendly competition on
which group could
vacuum the most
• “Cool” books

What helped us
Leadership from all departments
• Leaders being okay with their work being de-prioritized
• Leaders offering their personnel
• Leaders themselves jumping in to get the job done (vacuuming)
Commitment and hard work from every person who directly or indirectly helped with the mold
project
• Focused on getting the work done
• Helped find more supplies in super-secret-squirrel-spots

Conclusion
What is mold?
• Where it can be found
• Well-known examples of mold
• Inactive mold vs. Active mold
What the US Army War College Library did to get through our mold crisis
• Crisis mode
◦ Quarantine
• Decision-making
◦ Save or Discard
• Action
◦ Phase I and Phase II

What the US Army War College Library wants you to learn from us
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THANK YOU!

